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Overview
 The move from volume-to-value-based
payments
 Discussion of the work of the AHA Task
Force on Ensuring Access in Vulnerable
Communities
 Key legal barriers and challenges
 Practical and operational implications for
health care providers
 Recent successes
 Guidance for attorneys as they help their
clients navigate these issues
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Move to Volume-based Payment
 Context for change
 Where are we today?
– Mandatory Models
– Voluntary Models with Waivers
– Voluntary Models Outside Waivers

Move to Volume-based Payment
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Move to Volume-based Payment

Move to Volume-based Payment
Traditional
FFS

Value-Based
(Link to
Quality)
• Hospital VBP
• Merit-based
incentive
program
(MACRA)
• Readmissions
• HACs
• Quality
Reporting

Alternative
Delivery
Models
• ACOs
• Medical homes
• Bundled
payment
• Comprehensive
Primary Care
initiative
• Comprehensive
ESRD

Population
Health/
At Risk
• Eligible Pioneer
ACOs in years
3-5
• Maryland
global budgets
for hospitals

Volume to Value
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Overview of Mandatory VBP Models
• Hospital VBP and Comprehensive APCs (C-APCs)
• Hospital Readmissions and HAC Reduction
Programs
• CJR and Bundled Payment Models
• Physician Value-Based Payment Modifier and
MIPS
• Post-Acute VBP: SNF (FY 2019); HHA (FY 2018);
and ESRD QIP (PY 2019)

Overview of Mandatory VBP Models
• CMS has twice delayed the implementation
of mandatory bundled payment models, with
the date now set at 1/1/18
• However, do not assume that CMS will
ultimately withdraw these models
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Overview of Voluntary VBP Models with
Waivers
• ACOs -- MSSP (Tracks 1, 1+, 2, and 3) and Next Generation
ACOs
►
►

CMS and OIG have jointly made available certain fraud and
abuse waivers of Stark law, AKS, and CMP
Certain reimbursement rule waivers, e.g., SNF 3-Day Waiver,
may also be available

• BPCI Waivers for: Gainsharing payments and other incentive
payments
►
►

Contributions of internal cost savings
In-Kind patient incentives

• Complete listing: https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Fraud-andAbuse/PhysicianSelfReferral/Fraud-and-Abuse-Waivers.html

Overview of Voluntary VBP Models
Outside Waivers
• Non-Medicare ACOs
• Non-Medicare Bundled Payments
Initiatives
• Clinically Integrated Networks (CINs)
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Overview of Voluntary VBP Models
• Trend is unlikely to diminish
• MIPS requires Alternative Payment
Models

Move to Volume-based Payment
 Will the trend continue?
• Yes; paying for quality vs. quantity seems to
have bipartisan appeal
• Many commercial payers are rolling out
programs

 Collaboration to promote care
coordination
 Payments are becoming patient
condition-centric instead of site-ofservice centric
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AHA Task Force on Ensuring Access in
Vulnerable Communities

Task Force Background
Ensuring Access to Health Care
in Vulnerable Communities Task Force
 Confirm the characteristics and parameters of vulnerable rural
and urban communities by analyzing hospital financial and
operational data and other information from qualitative sources
where possible;
 Identify emerging strategies, delivery models and payment
models for health care services in rural and urban areas;
 Identify policies/issues at the federal level that impede, or could
create, an appropriate climate for transitioning to a different
payment model or model of care delivery, as well as identify
policies that should be maintained.
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Task Force Report

To learn more about the work of
this AHA Task Force, please visit
www.aha.org/ensuringaccess

Themes in the Report
Task force focused on preserving access
to essential health care services
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Themes in the Report
Task force focused on communities
There is no single or one-size fits all
solution; as a result, the task force
recommended nine strategies

Emerging Strategies

Virtual Care Strategies
Social Determinants
Inpatient/Outpatient Transformation
Urgent Care Center
Rural Hospital-Health Clinic
Emergency Medical Center
Global Budgets
Frontier Health System
Indian Health Services
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Themes in the Report
There are many federal and state barriers
that must to be addressed before these
models may be implemented successfully

Federal Barriers Identified
 Additional funding mechanisms
-

Increased federal funding would help hospitals and
communities implement strategies addressing the social
determinants of health or virtual care strategies

 Creation of Medicare designations
-

Some strategies are not currently recognized by CMS (i.e.
emergency medical center)

 New reimbursement methodologies
-

Federal reimbursement does not account for certain factors

 Changes in regulatory requirements
-

Changes needed to ensure providers can collaborate as
needed to successfully implement these strategies
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Federal Barriers Identified
 Civil Monetary Penalty (CMP) law
- “Beneficiary inducement” provisions serve as a barrier for
providers that would like to provide community resources
directly to Medicare and Medicaid patients

 Fraud and abuse laws
- These laws prevent hospitals from collaborating to the extent
necessary to successfully implement these strategies

 Waivers of Medicare payment rules
- Waivers are necessary to provide flexibility to provide care in
the clinical setting that best suits patient need

 Privacy and security laws
- New challenges are created under HIPAA and HITECH

Key Legal Barriers to VBP
Payments
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The Dilemma
• Fraud and abuse (F&A) laws date from the
FFS era and are designed to keep players
financially separate, not collaborative
• Waivers for VBP and Bundles have been
issued on an ad hoc basis and are complex
See, e.g., December 2016 GAO report
► Even waivers for mandatory models are not
uniform. Compare:
►

- CJR Bundles – Selected but complex waivers
- HRRP – No waivers, even though needed for postacute networks that implement goals of HRRP

The Dilemma
• While the new administration’s stated goal is to reduce regulatory
burdens, the efforts to reduce regulatory burdens have so far have
focused on the insurance markets and not on F&A flexibility for new
care models. See, for example:
►

CMS’s June 12, 2017 release of solicitation of public input on regulatory
flexibility (https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2017-06-12/pdf/201712130.pdf)

• The new administration’s fiscal year 2018 budget request would
increase funds for the Health Care Fraud and Abuse Control
program to $751 million, an amount representing $70 million more
than was allocated for FY 2017
• High ROI for fraud-fighting activities. See, for example:
►

OIG’s Spring 2017 Report to Congress: Over $1.52 billion in
investigative receivables due to HHS
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The Dilemma
• But, at the same time, we are seeing more recognition
of this issue from OIG
• Impressions from Greg Demske’s comments at 2017
Medicare Medicaid Institute:
►

►

Need and desire to better align fraud and abuse statutes
with CMMI.
Value-based payments appropriate for OIG's solicitation of
ideas for new safe harbors, published 12/28/16
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2016/12/28/201
6-31170/solicitation-of-new-safe-harbors-and-specialfraud-alerts

New Collaborations and New Challenges
• Collaboration and new payment arrangements
– Technology Companies
– Drug and Device Manufacturers

• New Payment Arrangements
– Risk Based Payments
– Accountable Care Organizations
– Bundled Payment Arrangements
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What F&A Statutes Pose Barriers?
• The “Fearsome Foursome:”
►

►

►

►

The Federal Anti-Kickback Statute
42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b(b)
The Federal Stark Law
42 U.S.C. § 1395nn
The Federal Civil Monetary Penalty (CMP) “Beneficiary Inducement”
Provision
42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7a(a)(5)
The Federal False Claims Act (FCA)
31 U.S.C. § 3729

• Others, e.g, “Gainsharing” CMP for Hospitals (as “relaxed” by MACRA)

Stark: Applying “Old” Exceptions to “New”
Arrangements
• Fair Market Value Requirement: Because of the
complexity of determining fair market value for
gainsharing and other “pay for performance”
activities, always consider an independent
valuation from an experienced healthcare appraiser
• “Set In Advance” Requirement: Percentage
compensation arrangements, such as those typically
involved in gainsharing arrangements, can meet the
“set in advance” test
• But can percentage compensation survive the
“volume or value” test?
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Stark: Where to Come Down On This One?
•

Scour CMS’s past preamble commentary
► The discussion of percentage-based compensation in the FY 2009
IPPS Rule
► The discussion of the proposed gainsharing exception in the CY
2009 PFS Rule

•

Sample quotes:
► CMS’s approach “does not require percentage-based formula … to
be based on the revenues directly resulting from the physician’s
services rather than based on some other factor, such as a
percentage of the savings by a hospital department.” 73 Fed.
Reg. 48711
►

CMS is “not extending, at this time, the prohibition on the use
of percentage-based formulae to arrangements for any nonprofessional service (such as management or billing services) …
.” 73 Fed. Reg. 48710

AKS: Recommending or Endorsing the
Services of Another Provider
Recommendations by themselves are not prohibited
For example, hospitals are free, acting by themselves,
to track readmits and other quality data from SNFs and
to recommend those SNFs with low readmit rates and
good quality ratings
But what if the parties start tying remuneration or
other benefits to obtaining that recommendation?
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AKS: Could Improper Remuneration Slip
Into Your Collaboration? -- Examples
Free or below-market goods or services provided to
the referral source
Absorbing a cost that the referral source otherwise
must absorb
“Cross-referral” promises – e.g., you send me your
patients and I’ll send you mine
Contractual Joint Ventures

Some Promising Regulatory Flexibility
Signs
• Gainsharing:
MACRA – Changed Hospital CMP to
“medically necessary”
► 16 Advisory Opinions
► Statements in OIG CMP preamble
►

• OIG – Added a transportation safe harbor
• OIG – Adv. Op. 17-01 (interprets “low risk
of harm”)
• In the meantime … .
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Practical and Operational Implications
in a Pre-Harmonization World

Hypothetical
• “Our Lady of the Revolving Door” (“OLRD”), an
IPPS hospital, is getting hit with significant
Hospital Readmission Reduction Program (HRRP)
penalties
• OLRD forms Post-Acute Network of “Preferred
SNFs” to address the issue
►
►

Does not qualify as ACO or BPCI
But could be clinically integrated network (CIN)

• Provides “Preferred” SNFs with free electronic
interfaces so that they can get profiles of patients
while still in hospital
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Be Clear About Collaboration’s
Purposes
ACA-driven collaborations should support the three aims of
health reform:
►
►
►

Improving quality of care
Improving patient experience
Reducing costs of care

Providers should not use a collaboration as a vehicle to
steer patients between the parties or increase volume of
value of business
Providers may increase enforcement risk if they tie
compensation or benefits to agreements to endorse the
parties as “preferred” providers of each other

Codify Relationship Between Providers
Affiliation Agreement Should:
►
►

Clearly define purpose
Clearly define roles
–

Expectations of data sharing, collaborative
communications

Set parameters:
►

►

No financial incentives for referrals or
actions in return for referrals
Preserve patient choice
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Examples of AKS Safeguards for Gainsharing:

• Offer to physicians currently on medical
staff vs. outside physicians that can
offer “new” referrals to the AMC
• Offer to ALL physicians on medical
staff, not just big referrers
• Rebase compensation annually (avoid
compensation of “mere” maintenance
efforts)
• Consider aggregate cap on compensation

Recommended Reforms
• Corporate & Board Responsibility
• Add risk‐sharing to arrangement so that it
becomes more like the managed care context
• Have absolute transparency
• Track elements of current F&A waivers and
managed care safe harbor, to the extent possible
• Expand existing waiver authority
• Clarify statutory definitions under Stark & Anti‐
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View from Washington & Beyond
• Legislative Efforts
– Senate (Finance & Judiciary)
– House (Ways & Means and Energy & Commerce)

• Administration
– White House / OMB
– HHS (OIG & CMS)

• Reforms to State Stark & Kickback Laws

Advocacy Efforts



CMP barrier tackled in MACRA
Stark and Anti-Kickback barriers unchanged
- Secretary’s MACRA-mandated 2016 report concurs that the
fraud and abuse laws are an impediment







Also limited by outdated legal barriers
The current patchwork waiver approach will not
provide sufficient protection to providers as
participation in integrated payment and delivery
models increases
Stark – remove compensation
Anti-Kickback – new comprehensive safe harbors
- Incentive payment and shared savings programs
- Assistance to patients to achieve care transformation
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Advocacy Efforts


Legal Barriers to Care Transformation and How to
Address Them – Wayne's World
-



Sharing electronic health records to coordinate care
Aligning incentives to redesign care and improve outcomes
Providing incentives to employ more efficient and effective
treatment options
Rewarding a team-based approach that includes nonphysician practitioners
Collaborative arrangements to coordinate care when the
patient leaves the hospital
Assisting a patient with discharge planning
Providing assistance to patients to maintain their health when
they return home

What can you and your clients do to effectuate
change?

Questions??
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